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ABOUT US
Turingismus is a high tech Ukrainian company which specializes in producing software and
hardware solutions in the field of ballistic computations and components aimed to modernize
existing as well as design new artillery and fire control systems.
Here at Turingismus we have developed a lineup of products and services which significantly
improve efficiency of mortars, towed and self-propelled guns, tanks and anti-aircraft systems
thus significantly widening their capabilities.
The technologies that we offer bring tactical characteristics of artillery systems designed
even decades ago to the level of contemporary ones providing advantage to armed forces. Our
products utilize a cross-platform ballistic library which performs high-precision calculations
providing a user with the full control over a projectile trajectory. This is in striking contrast
with traditional methods which rely on the usage of firing tables.
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STRONG SIDES AND BREAK OUT SOLUTIONS
INDIRECT FIRE IS A CRUCIAL FIRE DELIVERY METHOD
IN THE CONTEMPORARY WARFARE.
This method corresponds to aiming a weapon and firing a projectile when a direct line of sight
from the gun and the target is unavailable. Its efficiency can be significantly improved with the
use of modern technology.
Our company Turingismus offers a fire control solution that provides state-of-the-art
predicted fire capabilities as well as some extra accompanying services.
New calculational methods and electronic equipment not only increase the fire accuracy
dramatically, but also allow for enhanced artillery capabilities, such as finding crossings with
three-dimensional maps and detonating a programmable fuze in a predefined point of the
trajectory. To put this in a context, we first briefly outline the problem and then describe our
solution in more detail.
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a. Main factors for successful indirect fire
To deliver accurate indirect fire on target one needs to consider the following factors (listed
in the order of decreasing importance):
1. Geodesic calculations. The major error in firing is caused by incorrectly determined or
improperly used geodesic information.
2. Influence of meteorological conditions. The second major error is due to not properly
taking into account current atmospheric conditions over the whole projectile trajectory.
3. Deviation of properties of actual ammunition from the standard parameters. For
instance, gunpowder, as well as aerodynamic properties of shells, in one batch
of ammunition may differ from another in a significant (for fire accuracy) way.
4. Taking into account the Earth rotation and curvature, difference in heights between
weapon and target and other factors.

T (X, Y, Z)
P (X, Y, Z)
W (X, Y, Z)

W
(X, Y, Z)

T, P, H

EARTH

We would like to stress that our solution is very timely for the present market, since, for
example, long-range artillery can now fire at distances of 40 km or more, where the effect
of the Earth curvature alone is over 120 m. The projectiles reach as high as 20 km and pass
various atmospheric zones during the flight. Traditional methods based on firing tables cannot
account for the described factors and thus cannot compete with numerical methods which rely
on physical models of projectile motion and compute full projectile trajectory. Our fire control
system based on new computational methods and technologies together with a new
generation fuze make indirect fire application as effective as never before.
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b. Ballistic library and Fire Table computations
The first company success came in determining aeroballistic properties of armaments with
high degree of precision. This required deriving our own custom mathematical model for
projectile motion in viscous medium, developing fast fine-tuned numerical methods for solving
the equations of motion, and we implement our solution in a state-of-the-art ballistic library
(BALLS). As a result, our team achieved truly outstanding results – we can reproduce all
entries in the firing tables for various artillery systems, from a physics-based simulation of the
projectile motion in viscous media taking into account weather conditions, gravity, the Earth
rotation and curvature. To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no matching results
published in open sources. Our peers might be able to reproduce only certain narrow parts
of firing tables for selected firing ranges. The ballistic library is the basis for the services that
Turingismus provides.
In this regard our main service is determination or refinement of the aeroballistic properties
of ammunition. The results can be presented as traditional firing tables, but more importantly,
as input data for physics-based simulations of the projectile motion under realistic
conditions of operation. Our service cuts down the costs for developing new, or correcting
existing, firing tables by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, it offers the armament
manufacturers unprecedented capabilities for designing novel types of weapons. We have
eliminated the need for costly supersonic aerodynamic tunnels and excessive expenditures
on firing tests. Moreover, the whole procedure of compiling firing tables, even completely from
scratch, can now take less than a month.
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For example, this is exactly how our company produced firing tables for the newest Ukrainian
82 mm mortar. During the field tests, based on our firing tables we obtained excellent results
on delivering accurate fire on targets. As of today MoDU has no alternative to the
Turingismus services for compiling or correcting firing tables within minimal time frame and
with the minimal number of ammunition. Turingismus experts have been involved in testing
the newest Ukrainian artillery systems and armaments, and therefore obtained unique and
significant experience with many types of weapons, ranging from anti-aircraft machine guns
to mortars, tanks, and high-caliber long-range artillery.

c. Making measurements
Turingismus do measurements for internal ballistics (the pressure inside a barrel), external
ballistics – the muzzle velocity and the trajectory parameters, the drop test measurements.
For the measurements our company uses the corresponding equipments: weather stations
and meteo zondes, MVR, navigation equipments, pressure crashes, precise altimeters etc.
The results of measurements we use to reproduce the ballistic and aerodynamic parameters.

d. Software and Hardware developing
The Turingismus engineers have comprehensive experience in developing mathematical and
physical models, signal processing, physics simulations, expertise in programming for various
platforms ranging from microcontrollers to mainframes as well as in R&D from consumer
electronics to military equipment.

SOFTWARE

MEASURING OF FIRING

HARDWARE
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HARDWARE
OUR SOLUTIONS
a. A ballistic processor Postman
Our company is the only one that we know that developed a calculational module which works
as a ballistic processor, the name of the processor is Postman. This miniature standalone
device, implemented as system on a module, does not employ an operational and file systems.
Postman is a core of our fire control system. This chip is custom designed to perform ballistic
computations. At the heart of this functionality is a 6 DOF model of rigid body dynamics. This
model is more elaborate than, for instance, the modified point mass model used in the NATO
Armaments Ballistic Kernel, and provides higher fire accuracy. The computed projectile
trajectory is very close to real one due to exact physical modeling of the projectile as well
as taking into account the effect of atmosphere and Earth curvature and rotation. The Arpos
external periphery provides Postman with a set of measured input parameters such as the air
temperature, air pressure, projectile mass and so on. The ballistic processor then solves the
kinematic problem of projectile motion under actual conditions.
The outputs of the ballistic computation are the trajectory parameters and aiming settings.
The chip has no internal operating system and works as an embedded module. The power
consumption is very low compared to ballistic computers. Our chip has three possible modes
of power consumption: computing, stand by and power off.

FLASH

MICROCONTROLLER

MEMORY

CRYPTOMODULE
LOADER

INPUT
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OUTPUT

STANDARD BUSES

b. Arpos. Event Driven Menu. Open Architecture Platform
Arpos was specifically developed as a core of a fire control system and it relies on open
architecture for building a multi-functional fire control system.
An event driven menu, which works as a real-time operating system (RTOS), provides the
user interface (UI) for gun operators and also interfaces with the external periphery.
The principle of open architecture guarantees that Arpos supports standard data exchange
protocols and the platform software allows one to add new components based on the
customer needs, customize the system, provide localization and increase the system
capabilities by adding new units, similar to a Lego set. If a device supports one of the standard
data protocols, it can be added to Arpos. Arpos itself is a bare metal microcomputer system
without an operating system with I/O ports, built-in ballistic processor Postman and
a microcontroller that works with periphery. A standard data bus connects Arpos with
a special device – a connector hub, that features a variety of standard connectors for various
peripheral devices, including portable weather station, navigation equipment, muzzle velocity
radar and more.

POSTMAN

MICROCONTROLLER

MEMORY

GUI
EVENT DRIVEN MENU
INPUT

OUTPUT

STANDARD DATA PROTOCOLS

STANDARD DATA BUS
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c. MVR modernization
Our company offers a Modernization Kit for muzzle velocity radars, in particular, models АБС-1
and АБС-1М. The hardware is based on the Soviet ballistic radar, whose analog electronics
is completely replaced with new digital hardware. This new hardware significantly improves
measurements of the projectile trajectory at the early stages.
The modernized radar was successfully used by Turingismus for measuring parameters
of various artillery systems under different weather conditions and for different artillery
systems. The technical specifications of our modernized radar are close to the ones of the
muzzle velocity radars produced by Weibel. At the same time we can offer our competitive
product at a much lower price.

Measurements of 152mm artillery system

555

1-st shot
2-nd shot
3-rd shot
4-th shot

550

Velocity, m/s

545

540

POWDER
GASES
EFFECT

535

530
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THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. Fuzes: Proximity and timing
The capabilities of our ballistic processor Postman not only provide the solution to the
ballistic problem and deliver accurate fire on target, but also allow one to inflict higher degree
of damage on the opponent. The latter can be achieved by using fuzes that rely on the fact
that our Arpos platform has full information about the projectile trajectory. First, we can
control the time of detonation by using a time fuze. Such a fuze can be implemented with
a simple electronic design. An internal timer counts the number of cycles from an internal
frequency generator. The Arpos platform evaluates the detonation time and sets the fuze
to a given number of cycles through the Arpos data link. This technology easily allows one
to implement, for instance, above ground detonation.
Secondly, the same technology could help improving the use of proximity fuzes. A proximity
fuze relies on a built-in radio emitter and receiver to evaluate the distance to the target and
detonate once a predefined distance is reached. Modern anti-artillery equipment is able
to detect the radio emission of proximity fuzes and thus undermine the “surprise” effect.
Moreover, such an equipment can determine the position of the gun. Based on our
computational technology we can upgrade proximity fuzes so that radio emission starts when
the projectile is close to the end of the trajectory. This way, the fuze cannot be detected
during the flight. Again, this is possible since our software provides full data about the
trajectory, including the flight time.

PROXIMITY FUZE
1. RADIO SILENT REGIME

2. AT GIVEN TIME EMITTES
A WAVE

4. CALCULATES A DISTANCE, VELOCITY
AND THEN TIME TO BLAST

3. RECIVES A REFLECTED
WAVE

5. BLAST AT COMPUTED TIME

STOP EMISSION
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b. Determination of source of Sound
The position of an opponent artillery can be determined via sounds produced by firing.
The position of a sound source can be detected via a mesh of sound detectors which are
essentially microphone modules. Each sound detector supplies data on when the sound wave
is detected and what its GPS coordinates are. All detectors send the data to the Arpos
platform. Based on these data Arpos calculates the coordinates of the sound source using
the Turingismus software. Precise synchronization is possible through the GPS modules that
compute the coordinates of the base stations and synchronize to the world time.

c. 3D Doppler radar
Doppler radars measure the frequency shift relative to their base frequency, and thus they can
only determine one component of the velocity – the radial one. Tracking radars can also
measure the azimuthal direction of an object. The best possible precision in determining the
projectile velocity can be provided by a system of doppler radars, working as one measuring
unit. Such a unit would determine all three components of the velocity of the object. The Arpos
platform can be used for building such a radar system. The latter is in demand, for instance,
at test firing range to precisely determine the trajectory parameters of projectiles.

d. Artillery Radar
Radars can also be used to detect opponents projectiles. After determining the projectile flight
parameters one can predict the final point of the trajectory - as well as the initial point –
the weapon station. The Arpos platform together with a radar can be used for this purpose.
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e. Anti air artillery system
Recently, use of unmanned air vehicles (UAV) became very common, and there are no efficient
and inexpensive means to counteract them. However, many components are available, such as
servo motors, gigital camera, range finder, sensors that allow one to develop automatic turret
to counteract UAVs. For such purposes Turingismus created a special component of the
ballistic library to determine the aiming parameters to fire on? aerial targets. This extended
ballistic library is used in an advanced version of Postman.

V

R

TIME OF
BURST

H

TARGET DATA
velocity;

ARPOS

POSTMAN (SPECIAL VERSION)

direction;
height;
coordinates;

AIMING DATA

weather conditions
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f. Grenade launcher sight
Automatic grenade launchers of 30-40mm caliber is a promising weapon. Their steep
trajectories however do not allow one to deliver accurate fire at large distances without
special aiming devices. Our company is developing a grenade launcher electronic sight that
includes: a camera, rangefinder, weather station, position and orientation sensors and, most
importantly, a ballistic computer.

FIRE POSITION
1. Laser rangefinder
2. Digital inclinometer
3. Digital camera
4. Digital monitor
5. Ballistic processor
6. Weather station
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TARGET

SOFTWARE: OUR SOLUTIONS
a. BALLS as a NABK analog
The first company success came in determining aeroballistic properties of armaments with
high degree of precision. This required deriving our own custom mathematical model for
projectile motion in viscous medium, developing fast fine-tuned numerical methods for solving
the equations of motion, and we implement our solution in a state-of-the-art ballistic library
(BALLS).
To the best of our knowledge, the only ballistic library that performs full trajectory ballistic
computations is the NATO Armaments Ballistic Kernel (NABK) library. However, it is based on
a less accurate physical model (described in STANAG4355) of the projectile motion in viscous
media, moreover it is accessible only to the NATO members and it does not include data for all
non-NATO and even for some NATO armaments which are in use in many countries all over the
world.
The comparison of the features of BALLS and NABK libraries is shown below.

BALLS

NABK

Model of projectile motion

Rigid body model (I1=I2≠I3)

MPMM model

Can be used for not small angle
of attack

Yes

No

Programming language

C/C++

Ada

Portable to microcontrollers

Yes

No

Installed on a device without
an operating system

Yes

No

Server solution for the inverse
ballistic problem

Yes

No

Rocket-assisted and base bleed
generator projectiles

no (under development)

Yes

Included in the С4I system

not yet

Yes

Accessible to NATO non-members

Yes

No
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b. Aerodynamics calculations
In contrast to NABK which uses only NATO type projectiles, Turingismus possesses
capabilities for determining aerodynamics characteristics for many types of armaments and
can add them to the ballistic library. In usual practice determination of aerodynamic properties
of armaments is a very costly and complicated procedure. Typically, one either needs many
measurements in an ultrasonic tunnel, or one needs to perform computational fluid dynamics
simulations that produce approximate results. Turingismus offers a service of determining
aerodynamic properties of armaments based on a small number of field tests. The results can
be implemented in a customized version of the ballistic module that can calculate shell
trajectories for the specific armament, or in terms of traditional firing tables.

c. Fire table computing. Verification of base technology
As a result of our development, our team achieved truly outstanding results – we can
reproduce all entries in the firing tables for various artillery systems, from a physics-based
simulation of the projectile motion in viscous media taking into account weather conditions,
gravity, the Earth rotation and curvature. To the best of our knowledge, currently there are no
matching results published in open sources. Our peers might be ably to reproduce only certain
narrow parts of firing tables for selected firing ranges. The ballistic library is the basis for the
services that Turingismus provides.
Turingismus have recently produced firing tables for an entirely new 60 mm mortar systems
and also checked the consistency and corrected firing tables for 125 mm smooth bore tank
guns, 122 mm rifled bore howitzer, 152 mm long-range artillery, 8-inch naval guns, as well as
for 30 to 40 mm grenade launchers and rifled bore guns. Our company is a developer of
methodology for data collection and producing firing tables for the Ukrainian long-range
artillery.

TARGET 3
H3
TARGET 2

TARGET 1

H1
H0

FIRE POSITION
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H2

SEA LEVEL

0

MEASURING AND ANALYSES
DROP TEST
Drop test as a way to increase precision of direct fire
Precise direct fire is a quite delicate operation. Many factors crucially contribute to accuracy
of fire, with the main one being aerodynamic properties of the projectile. Standard firing tables
are not helpful in this case, since they provide distance as a function of the elevation angle.
Precise direct fire means hitting a point target in direct view. To measure aerodynamic
properties of projectiles for such conditions of fire one relies on a special procedure called a
drop test. Results of the drop test provide aerodynamics parameters of the projectile with
high level of precision. Once the aerodynamic parameters are known to high precision one can
also take into account other factors such as wind, difference in heights between the (weapon)
fire point and target.
Turingismus developed special software for analyzing drop test results as well as designed
a drop test protocol that allows for determining aerodynamics parameters to high precision.
Overall, they provide opportunities for very accurate direct fire. It is important to note that
accurate direct fire can be delivered also on moving targets and from a moving weapon
platform, as well as for any weather and temperature conditions. This is crucial for weapon
systems that are mostly used for direct fire, such as tanks. Drop test allows one, among other
things, to determine the influence of the tank and target motion on fire characteristics and
incorporate them in Arpos.

H1

H2

H3
H4

H5

ZERO LEVEL
0

50

100

150

200

250
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FIRE TABLES AND AERODYNAMICS
One of our main services is determination or refinement of the aeroballistic properties
of ammunition. The results can be presented as traditional firing tables, but more importantly,
as input data for physics-based simulations of the projectile motion under realistic
conditions of operation. Our service cuts down the costs for developing new, or correcting
existing, firing tables by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, it offers the armament
manufacturers unprecedented capabilities for designing novel types of weapons. We have
eliminated the need for costly supersonic aerodynamic tunnels and excessive expenditures
on firing tests. Moreover, the whole procedure of compiling firing tables, even completely from
scratch, can now take less than a month.

For example, this is exactly how our company

produced firing tables for the newest Ukrainian 82 mm mortar. During the field tests, based
on our firing tables we obtained excellent results on delivering accurate fire on targets.
As of today MoDU has no alternative to the Turingismus services for compiling or correcting
firing tables within minimal time frame and with the minimal number of ammunition.
Turingismus experts have been involved in testing the newest Ukrainian artillery systems and
armaments, and therefore obtained unique and significant experience with many types
of weapons, ranging from anti-aircraft machine guns to mortars, tanks, and high-caliber
long-range artillery.
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SERVICES

EQUIPMENT USED

NECESSARY RESOURCES

Determining new firing tables

BALLS backend software, weather
probes, modernized ballistic radar,
GPS tracker

About 200 shots for all charges

Comparing firing tables

BALLS backend software, weather
probes, modernized ballistic radar,
GPS tracker

About 200 shots for all charges

Drop Test

BALLS backend software, special
equipped line of fire, precision
altimeter

About 5-7 shots for one charge

INTERNAL BALLISTICS
Internal ballistics is very important for artillery, in particular, at the design stage and in the
operation. Our company developed an improved technique for measuring the barrel internal
pressure. This technique allows us to improve fire accuracy for mortars and artillery systems
up to 60 mm.

SERVICES

EQUIPMENT USED

NECESSARY RESOURCES

Measuring the propellant gas
pressure inside the cannon
chamber

The crash pistons and the press
to span metal cylinders
Digital sensors for measuring
dynamical pressure

1-3 shots

EXTERNAL BALLISTICS
Turingismus developed a modernized multibase muzzle velocity radar and determined the
initial trajectory for various charges of 122 mm and 152 mm artillery systems. This was done
for a range of elevation angles from zero to maximum. Successful modernization allowed us
to measure subtle effects of the powder gases on the projectile after it leaves the cannon.

SERVICES

EQUIPMENT USED

NECESSARY RESOURCES

Measuring ammunition
velocity at the beginning
of the trajectory

Doppler radar modernized and
customized by Turingismus

1-2 shots
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LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR FIRE CONTROL
SYSTEM
a. The diagram of FCS for artillery and its components
The fire control system includes the components that, first of all, provide aiming and accurate
fire delivery, depending on the fire mission, as well as the ones for target and mission data
reception.
The periphery for indirect fire aiming includes:
5. Weather station
An ultrasonic weather station provides the Arpos
platform with accurate atmospheric data for the

1. Gunner

2. Gunner

surface layer of atmosphere.

thermal

optical

sight

sight

The weather data is provided
by a compact ultrasonic weather

1st GPS antenna

station. This station is also
connected to the Arpos platform
via the connector hub.

4. GNSS+INS navigation module.
The GNSS+INS module provides a fast and
accurate spatial orientation using a hybrid
technology of satellite geographic
positioning and inertial navigation.

4. Joystick

1. An open architecture fire control platform Arpos.
Arpos platform operates under custom software
without an operating system and includes a micro
controller which works with periphery and with the
ballistic processor Postman
1.a An event driven menu, which works as
a real-time operating system (RTOS), provides
the user interface (UI) for gun operators and
also interfaces with the external periphery.

Arpos is connected to a connector hub that controls

8. Gyroscope stabilization system

communication between Arpos and periphery.
2. Ballistic processor Postman.
Postman is specifically designed in a chip form
factor to be used as an embedded component
in the electronic circuit design.
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3. Connector hub for connecting external periphery to the Arpos data bus.
According to the open architecture principle, the
connector hub is a binding node for all external
periphery.

2nd GPS ant

b. The diagram of FCS for tanks and its components
The FCS for tanks includes components that provide functionality to deliver direct fire
on target, including moving targets, as well as functionality for indirect fire. The FCS also
supports target and mission data reception communication and GUI with combat action map.

ARTILLERY VERSION
TANK VERSION

3. Commander
sight

tenna
Extra options include other periphery that provides the fire control
system with extra capabilities:
6. Using a Muzzle Velocity Radar (MVR) gives an opportunity to use
the actual muzzle velocity, rather than the standard averaged one,
in the ballistic computations, and make the firing even more precise.
The muzzle velocity radar is a X-band type Doppler radar

9. Joystick

which provides Arpos with accurate data of the actual
projectile velocity at the beginning of the trajectory.

5. Gun up-down sensors
6. Gun left-right sensors

7. Ammo temperature sensors

7. Fuze setter.
Electronically controlled fuzes dramatically increase the efficiency of fire
power. Full version of Arpos includes as an extra option a fuze setter that
sets the time of detonation before firing the round.
The fuze setter sets a timing for an internal frequency
generator of an electrical programmable fuze.
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c. Components for direct and indirect fire: Postman - artillery and tank
versions
All ballistic computations of the fire control system with taken into account topographical and
meteorological data are performed by our ballistic processor Postman.
This processor uses the most accurate first-principle physics-based model to solve ballistic
problems to deliver accurate fire on target, incorporates corrections due to weather conditions
and geodesics. For an external interface Postman is similar to a microchip. For our mobile
product line our company has developed a cross-platform client part of the ballistic library
BALLS. This software contains a set of ballistic functions, and, more importantly, is based on
the most accurate physics-based model of projectile motion – the 6 degree-of-freedom model.
The model that we use is more accurate than the one currently standardized by NATO STANAG
4355. Input and output data for the module come in binary form, fed onto corresponding pins.
Ballistic module, also called ballistic processor, is an embedded device, it does not
incorporate any operating system and the BALLS software is executed directly on the
microcontoller. For these reasons the technical specifications of our module, in particular
power efficiency and data processing rate are unmatched by any device that requires
an operating system. As of today, Postman is the most computationally powerful ballistic
microchip module that can serve the needs of cannon artillery. Moreover, there is a tank
version of Postman that supports direct fire on moving targets.
A short comparison of Postman to similar devices is given below
POSTMAN
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HHMFCC

BALLISTIC
CALCULATOR

(Hand held Mortal Fire
Control Computer)

Used software

BALLS

NABK

Firing tables

Used model

6DOF

STANAG 4355
(Modified point mass
model)

No model – firing
tables

Operating system

Not used

Windows mobile

Windows mobile/
Android/iOs

Uncrackable security, hacking
resistance

High

Low

Low

Single charge run time

Weeks

Hours

Hours

Hardware integration with fire
control systems

Yes

No

No

Cost

Intermediate

High

Low

Availability and export control
restrictions

All countries*

NATO members only

All countries*

Adaptivity to customer needs

Yes

No

No

Versions for any type of cannon
artillery

Yes

No

Yes

* - excluding Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, Russia under sanction countries. Agreements related to
Chinese territories need to be discussed for each case.

d. Components for direct and indirect fire: Arpos for artillery
Postman is not a standalone device. The core of the fire control system is the Arpos platform,
into which the ballistic processor is integrated.
The next step from the ballistic computer Arpos is a new product of Turingismus –
at open-architecture platform. This platform in its base version includes a microcontroller,
ballistic processor Postman, controllers and drivers for I/O and peripheral components,
high-contrast monochrome monitor, keyboard and real-time operating system (RTOS) that
fully controls all devices of the platform. With this RTOS, also developed by us, our platform
does not need any heavy-weight operating system such Windows, Linux or Android. Based on
our open-architecture platform one can easily develop a variety of fire control systems,
adapted for specific tasks. This open platform is designed for hardware integration
of additional components, while their control software can be easily added to the RTOS.
Our platform supports standard interfaces: SPI/UART/CAN-BUS.
Arpos is also available in OEM version.

TO CONNECTOR HUB
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e. Components for direct and indirect fire: Connector hub
According to the open architecture principle, the connector hub is a binding node for all
external periphery. Arpos connects to all periphery only through the connector hub. This
ensures the compatibility of the interfaces between the periphery and the fire control system
core.

TO NAVIGATION MODULE

TO WEATHER STATION

TO MVR

TO FUSE SETTER

FROM ARPOS PLATFORM
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f. Components for indirect fire: Navigation module
The GNSS+INS module provides a fast and accurate spatial orientation using a hybrid
technology of satellite geographic positioning and inertial navigation.
The navigation module included in the fire control system is based on GNSS+INS module
(Geographic Navigation System + Inertial Navigation System) with at least two antennas that
determine the system baseline. The navigation module uses the L3 or higher frequency range
GPS protocol and guarantees the location determination within 30 centimeters and accuracy
for direction angles not less then 1 mil on the 2 meter baseline for 1 minute cold start. This
module is a part of the FCS and supports the system with geodesic data in real time.

TO NAVIGATION MODULE

TO WEATHER STATION

TO MVR

TO FUSE SETTER
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g. Components for direct and indirect fire: Weather station
An ultrasonic weather station provides the Arpos platform with accurate atmospheric data for
the surface layer of atmosphere.
The weather data is provided by a compact ultrasonic weather station. This station is also
connected to the Arpos platform via the connector hub.
A modern weather station is a required component of a fire control system. The station that
we use is based on ultrasonic sensors and supplies surface atmosphere data in real time.
By default our FCS uses the Airmar WS series. The field tests confirmed that the features
of this weather station are adequate for our tasks.

TO WEATHER STATION

TO MVR

TO FUSE SETTER

Note: While a portable weather station alone may provide enough functionality for tanks,
since the trajectories are relatively flat, it is preferable to use external weather data for
long-range artillery with high trajectories.
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h. Components for direct and indirect fire: Muzzle velocity radar
(Optional)
The fire accuracy can be significantly improved by using a muzzle velocity radar (MVR). MVR
allows one to determine the difference between the standard table muzzle velocity and
the actual one. This measured difference can serve as an important input parameter for
ballistic calculations. Often indirect fire means a long distance fire, which corresponds
to a long flight time, so a typical muzzle velocity deviation from the table value corresponds
to tens or even hundreds of meters at the end of the projectile trajectory.
The design of the Arpos platform suggests using a muzzle velocity Dopler radar as an auxiliary
option. If the radar is present Arpos uses a measured value for calculations, otherwise a table
value is used as an input parameter.
Currently there are two options: EDH and Weibel radar units are available installation.

TO MVR

TO FUSE SETTER

Note: These units are compact and can be installed directly on the gun. Both are X-band
Doppler radars, and EDH includes not only the radar, but also a velocity simulator unit.
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k. Components for direct and indirect fire: Fuze Setter (Optional)
Fuze setter charges the fuze battery (applicable to non-chemical fuze batteries).
It is contoled by Arpos and is connected to the hub by a standard interface. This fuze setter
is used for timing and proximity fuzes.

FUZE SETTER

TIME FUZE

TO FUSE SETTER
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l. Components for direct and indirect fire: Radio Module (Optional)
The radio module supports external communication, including automated target and mission
data reception.

m. Components for direct and indirect fire: Temperature sensors
(Optional)
Temperature sensors allow one to measure the temperature of the charges and the barrel.
The data from both sensors is used to determine corrections to the trajectory in the ballistic
computations.

n. Components for direct and indirect fire: External tablet with a map
(Optional)
A tablet with a map is used as an auxiliary device by the battery commander. The battery
commander can then directly work with the combat action map and provide target and mission
data to the artillery unit.
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CONCLUSION:
THE TURINGISMUS SYSTEM IS A SUPERIOR OFFERING
ON THE MARKET
The Turingismus fire control system Arpos is superior in comparison with most of the existing
similar solutions. It is based on an open architecture platform which is highly
customizable. The ballistic computations are performed on a ballistic processor that does not
employ an operating system and has low power consumption. The ballistic processor executes
our software that is based on an accurate physical model of projectile motion. The accuracy
of fire also strongly depends on a number of external factors such as the Earth curvature,
weather conditions, correct orientation and precise positioning of the gun and the actual
(not averaged) properties of the ammunition. To take these into account, the Arpos system
includes a weather station and a navigation module and a muzzle velocity radar as an extra
option. The inputs from such external periphery are processed through a connector hub, that
makes customizing the system very easy by using standard data protocols. To increase the
efficiency of fire, we offer services for developing programmable fuzes and producing mountain
firing tables.

Turingismus offers products and services that greatly enhance artillery
capabilities and provide an advantage in the contemporary warfare.
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The Turingismus company is open for business and cooperation with
a variety of customers. In particular, Turingismus is ready to deliver
the ballistic module Postman (including expert support on integrating
it into other systems). We are also ready to provide services
on determining the aeroballistic properties of ammunition.

OUR CONTACTS
Turingismus
Vaclav Havel str.4, of.419
Kiev 03124
Ukraine
fax: +38 044 5247407
www.turingismus.com
info@turingismus.com
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